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No Studying
On Spring Fever
.
Day ft IT Classes MissedWill Be Held Following Dayii ii
Volume LXXVII
Sections Elect
Dave Wallace
MA President
Monday night the Men's Associ-
ation chose as next year's officers
Dave Wallace, president; Gordon
Bechtel, secretary; and John
Woodall, Senate representative.
The MA is composed of all the
section presidents and the Dean of
Mean.
First Eection
Dave Wallace heads First Sec-
tion next year assisted by Dave
Shriver, vice president; Jake
Schaeffer, secretary; Gene Arthur,
treasurer; Brooke Creswell, sergea-
nt-at-arms.
.
Directing Second Section activi-
ties is Bill Mann. Other officers are
Dave Chazen, vice president, John
Thomas, corresponding secretary;
Fred Sirasky, recording secretary;
Tom Reinsma, treasurer ; Duane
Lapps, sergeant-at-arms- ; Doug
Witters, historian.
Bob Wills leads .Third Section
with the aid of Carl Cotman, vice
president; Gil Horn, secretary;
Jim Toedtman, treasurer.
Fourth Section
John Woodall heads Fourth Sec-
tion. Assisting him are Phil Hall,
vice president; John Auld, corres-
ponding secretary ; Charles Liver-mor- e,
recording secretary; Larry
Steam, treasurer; Art Acton, chap-
lain.
Fifth Section elected Al Cooksey
president for next year. Other of
ficers include Dave Dalrymple,
vice president; Bill McCullough,
secretary; Bob Allen, treasurer;
Gary Gall, chaplain.
Tim Peters heads Sixth Section.
Other positions will be filled by
John Lammert, vice president;
Bob Dawson, secretary; Wayne
Bowman, treasurer; Chris Hines,
sergeant-at-arm- s ; Dirk Cruser, his
torian.
Seventh Section
Rog Chittum will preside over
Seventh Section functions. Other
newly-electe- d officers are Carl
Thomasy, vice president; Bill
Campbell, alumni secretary; Dale
Hoak ; corresponding secretary ;
Ray Leinbach, treasurer; Bill Bell,
social chairman; Ken Kauffman,
athletic director.
Gordon Bechtel heads Eighth
Section. Assisting him are vice
president Lew Bishop; secretary,
Fritz Mueller; treasurer, Joe Baril-lari- ;
historian, Ed Douglas; ath-
letic director, Howie Sales; house
manager, Charles Cobb ; and
alumni secretary, Bob Boell.
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FALSTAFF'S FOLLY . . . Rehearsing a scene from the "Merry Wives of Windsor'
Kopf as Mistress Quickly, James Bode as Falstaff and Bill Syelton as Ford.
Student Senate Announces Appointments
Of Next Year's Committee Members
The Student. Senate filled Senate Committee positions Tuesday night.
Freshmen Jean Bowman and Dave Mortensen were selected to be in charge of Fresh-
man Orientation. This committee organizes and
EDSGCDSS9
At the last meeting of the aca-
demic year the Student Faculty
Relations Committee passed four
motions unanimously.
The first motion transferred the
Chapel fines for this semester
minus $200 to the Wooster Student
Aid Fund from the SFRC.
The remaining three motions
were in the form of recommenda-
tions to the Student Senate, the
Publications Committee and the
Sections.
Dishonesty Problem
Co-chairm-
an Larry Caldwell
asked Dean of Men Young and
Acting Dean of Women Baird to
indicate the nature of the campus
dishonesty problem and its scope.
Mrs. iBaird reported that thefts
had occurred in the girls' dormi-
tories, especially thefts of food,
and in the bookstore.
It was this problem which led
to the closing of the bookstore dur-
ing the lunch hour. The fact
which concerned f her most, how-
ever, is the dishonesty in the sign
conducts "Freshman Weekend" which in- -
Voice 7ins Trophy
At OCNA Meeting
The Wooster Voice returned
from the Ohio College Newspaper
Association Convention with four
prizes and the Presidency of the
OCNA.
For the second consecutive year
the Voice won the Scripps-Howar- d
trophy for the Best Weekly Paper
in schools of under 1,500 students.
Former editor senior Karen
Kinkel won first place in the Best
Editorial contest for her editorial
entitled "No Peace Prize."
Second place for the Best Edu-
cational Service for "Wooster stu-
dents' experiences abroad" was the
third award the paper received.
Cartoonist junior John Wood-al- l
gained Honorable Mention for
his cartoon "The Procrastinator."
At the business sesion of the
OCNA in , Cincinnati's Sheraton
Gibson Hotel, Editor-in-chie- f Rod-
ney Kendig, junior, was elected
the 36th President of the Associa-
tion.
The OCNA organizes 36 of the
44 Ohio colleges and universities
with newspapers into one body.
ing of church attendance cards.
Stealing in Andrews is the
primary problem on the male
side of the campus, Dean Young
indicated.
He also reported that during
the year three students have been
asked to leave the school for aca-
demic dishonesty. "Academic dis-
honesty cuts at the heart of the
college," emphasized the Dean of
Men.
Destroy Files
In " light of the latter report
Dean William Taeusch moved that
the secretary of the SFRC write
the presidents of the sections re-
questing
.
them to destroy all files
except those of examinations. A
report has been requested if this
suggestion is followed. Dr. Theo-
dore Williams seconded the mo-
tion.
D iscussTon" revol ved "around The
fact that this motion would mean
the destruction of class notes and
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eludes the Mixer, Little Switch, a
picnic and Starlight Dance.
Members of the Bloodmobile
Committee are juniors Carolyn
Childs and Lew Bishop and sopho- -
SPRING REGISTRATION
Spring Registration will be
held in the gym Thursday,
May 18. Juniors register be-
tween 8:30 a.m. and 9:30
a.m., sophomores between
9:30 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. and
freshmen between 10:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m.
Each student must present
a trial schedule card signed
by his advisor. The advisors
will have the cards next Mon-
day.
The advisor for upperclass-me- n
is the head of the de-
partment in which the student
has declared a major.
Any sophomore who has
not declared a major is re-
quested to come to the regis-
trar's office.
Freshmen should see the
advisor assigned to them last
fall.
models for reports. Mr. Williams
expressed the opinion that students
should dig for themselves.
Mrs. Baird concurred and stated
that the only way a student will
learn how is by doing.
The question was also raised as
to the value of notes from years
past for the present.
Senior Don Barnes and junior
Steve Geckeler felt that it is
worthwhile to compare notes with
years past. Those who did not at-
tend classes would use the notes of
classmates, they continued, not
notes from a section file.
Dr. Lowry reminded the SFRC
that it did not have the power
to enforce any decision made and
could only request. The question
was called and the motion passed
unanimously.
New Member ;
Men's Association representative
Don Barnes' motion from the
April meeting was read and re-
ceived unanimous approval from
the SFRC.
of The College of Wooster
are Anne
more Elizabeth Sloan. Their task
includes conducting two drives for
the donation of blood handling
publicity, selecting dormitory rep-
resentatives and securing manual
help for the Red Cross on the days
of drives.
In charge of organizing the four
dining hall sign-up- s for next year
is the Co-E- d Dining Committee of
sophomores Jeanne Robinson and
Sue McDougald.
The Student Union Committee
includes freshmen Jan Terry,
Kathy Jamison and Maida Mc-Ilro- y,
sophomores Barbara Croyle
and Peter Boeuve; and junior Hal
Lehman.
On the Chapel Committee are
freshman Margaret Blum, junior
Broeck Wahl, sophomore Mary
Ann Pittenger and Junior Lee Jen-
nings. They will coordinate Chapel
programs next year.
Serving as editors for the Stu-
dent Senate publications are all
juniors, Carol Brownfoot, Scots
Key; Betsy Johnson and Al Kly-ber- g,
College Directory and Jon
Galehouse, Freshman Directory.
It recommended that "the Sen
ate Constitution be amended to
read that three members be ap-
pointed to the SFRC from the
Senate and one member be ap-
pointed from the student body,
that being the chairman of the
Academic Board."
Dr. Daniel Calhoun gave the
report of the subcommittee ap-
pointed to evaluate the Publica-
tions Committee.
Publications
The recommendations, which
were accepted and forwarded to
the chairman of the Publications
Committee, Dr. T. D. Clareson,
are:
(1) The faculty chairman
should be appointed by the fac-
ulty, said chairman to be chosen
for-his-interesLirLcampu-
spublit
cations and his familiarity with
financial matters.
CLASSICAL & POPULAR RECORDS
Ten Cents
LjffSl Theatre Produces
I I
For
.
Color Dy '. Audience
The Merry Wives of Windsor, which tradition says
Shakespeare wrote for Queen Elizabeth who wanted to see
Falstaff in love, will entertain Color Day audiences on May
10,
i
11,
.
12 and 13.
The final Little Theatre produc-
tion of the year will be presented
next week Wednesday through Sat-
urday nights. Starring sophomore
James Bode as Falstaff, the com-
edy is under the direction of Mr.
W. B. Logan and technical direc-
tor David R. Batcheller.
.
Odd Characters
An odd assortment of characters
compose this situation comedy.
Playing the part of the host is
sophomore Bill Riggs. Senior Bill
Thompson portrays Fenton, sopho-
more Scott Randolph plays Shal-
low, freshman Sam Weber takes
the part of Slender and sopho-
more Carl Schulz plays Bardolph.
Other parts are taken by sopho-
more John Weckesser, Pistol; sen-
ior Clay Drake, Simple; sopho-
more John Whinrey, Rugby; jun-
ior Bill Parker, Caius; sophomore
Don Rice, Dr. Hugh Evans; senior
Wilson Skelton, Ford; junior Bill
Campbell, Page; and sophomore
Bob Dieterich, Nym.
Women's Parts
Taking the women's parts in the
play are senior Frances Johnston
as Mistress Page, freshman Karen
Schell as Mistress Ford, freshman
Anne Taylor as Anne Page, junior
Anne Kopf as Mistress Quickly,
freshman Merrydith Lomas as Ro-
bin, junior Judy Crowl as Mistress
of Prologue and Elizabeth Mor-
row as card girl.
Junior Barbara Cernik designed
the set and serves as scenery crew
head. Junior Bob Wills with the
aid of sophomore Bruce Cogan
directs the lighting crew.
Heading the property crew are
senior Angene Hopkins and junior
Sue Chappie. Junior Ann Carter
and senior Elizabeth Lutz manage
the costume crew. In charge of
make-u- p is junior Jeanette Treat.
Senior Jack Wilson is stage man-
ager with senior Fred Burton as
his assistant.
Plot
The Merry Wives of Windsor
depicts Falstaff trying to carry
on two profitable affairs with two
married women of Windsor. Di-
rector Logan comments, "He is
Members of the Publications
Committee should be encouraged
to suggest names to the faculty
committee
(2) The membership of the
Publications Committee should be
decreased from 14 to eight: the
editors of Thistle, Voice and In-
dex, the Student Senate treasurer,
the Deans of Men and Women, an
economic advisor and the chair-
man.
(3) The revised Committee
should reconsider its constitution
in detail for the purpose of bring-
ing it up to date.
The SFRC itself should then as-
sume the task of supervisory con-
trol.
Calhoun Comments
' Mr. Calhoun pointed out that
this committee is Junique-Create- d
by the faculty, it can change its
rules without consulting the fac-
ulty. '
Also the business managers now
vote on their own budget because
Number 22
outsmarted by them and is made
the subject of rough and ready
humor."
Mr. Logan continues, "The lines
are not so significantly pleasant
or memorable as Shakespeare's
other plays but they do allow op-
portunity for colorful production
and broad action."
Similar to Twelfth Night and
Midsummer Night's Dream, it 'in-
cludes the hilarious basket scene
Eight sections compete in
the Serenade Contest at 8:12
tonight in the Chapel.
Dene Barnard from Massil-lo- n,
Richard Schilling from
Miami University and Paul
Schwartz from Kenyon will
judge the competition. They
will consider tone, diction, in-
terpretation and intonation.
The ICC plans a party in
the Taylor parking lot after
the concert.
where Falstaff, hidden in a laun-
dry basket to escape the irate hus-
band of one wife, is dumped into
the Thames.
Many elaborate costumes have
been rented from New York City
for the performance.
Moore Presents
Recital In Chapel
Mr. Dale Moore, head of the
music department at DenisoifUni-versity- ,
will give a voice recital
in the Chapel Wednesday at 8:15.
Graduated from the University
of Kansas where he studied under
Reinhold Schmidt and Beulah
Chiapasso, Mr. Moore studied at
the Salzburg Mozarteum on a Ful-brig- ht
Scholarship in 1954 and
worked under Dr. Ernst Reichert.
Mr. Moore gave a Town Hall
recital in New York City and has
appeared as soloist with the Woos-
ter Symphony and Canton and
Cleveland Summer Orchestras.
In 1958-195- 9, he filled Mr. Karl
Trump's place during Mr. Trump's
leave.
they are members of the committee
along with the Dean of the Col-
lege and the Senate President. At
the present time the chairman of
the Publications Committee is se-
lected by the co-chairm- en of the
SFRC.
Aid Fund
"The Wooster Student Aid Fund
was established several years ago
to dispense the Chapel fines," re-
ported Dr. Hans Jenny, one of
the faculty advisors to the WSAF.
He reported that within one
year the interest from investments
would enable the SFRC to use
this interest for some project.
Mr. Calhoun suggested that a
graduate school scholarship be
started to enable a Wooster stu-
dent to continue his studies after.
graduation.
The idea of creating a scholar-
ship for a foreign student to at-
tend Wooster was presented by
Dean Young.
Page Two
11,200 JlouM
Tonight in Memorial Chapel an approximate total of
350 men will
i
appear. Their presentation represents over
.
ll,zUU man hours ot preparation.
Such a staggering figure represents, however, only a
portion of the time invested in activities outside the class-
room. Consider the members of the self-governin- g bodies,
of the sports teams, of the publication staffs and of the other
student organizations at the College; if the amount of hours
they spent working were accumulated, it would indeed test
the imagination.
Those students who participate represent the College
of Wooster as much as themselves. Let us. all, students,
faculty and administration, recall this fact when we tend to
scoff at recognition of said activities.
"Ike laltoa (letututl
In a recent issue of The New Leader, Thistam Coffin, in
his article entitled "The Yahoo Returns," recounts the history
of various "Americanist" movements. In the first part of the
article he deals with one of the early "Yahoo" organizations,
the "Know Nothings."
"Tourists who swarm about Washington this raw April often
discover a curiosity that government clerks who pass by every day
never notice. The Washington Monument from its base up to the
153 foot mark is a whiter shade than the rest of the shaft.
"This is a scar of the fury of a yahooism that lies under the
American crust . . . The Washington Monument was blighted in 1854
by the Know Nothing movement ...
"The monument was being constructed by individual subscrip-
tion and by gifts from friendly nations. Greece, for example, sent
U UlUVtt UJ WUHK IIIUI UbC J I VIII, m,K. I uino ij m uikhiivh. m. ma, r tc. .
gave a marble block from the Temple of Concord.
"One winter night, a masked band of Know Nothings broke into
t9c trmiinIt coiV7 whsit thpw rall.pd 'that, mar
ble block from Rome' and dumped it in the river.
"The Know Nothings also grabbed .the records of the Monu-
ment Society and threw out its officers, declaring themselves the only
true patriots who knew how to revere George Washington. This stop-
ped the Washington Monument.
"For nearly a quarter century, the monument to. the Father, of
America stood like a broken sword. When work was resumed, the
builders were unable to duplicate exactly the shade of Maryland
marble in the base."
Today another brand of Yahooism is at work by an-
other group of know-nothing- s, collectively called the House
Committee on Un-Americ- an Activites. The scar they are
leaving across the face of America is the monumental film
fraud, "Operation Abolition."
We have seen the film; there is no doubt in our minds
that there were Communists involved in the student riots in
San Francisco. There is no doubt in our minds that internal
Un-Americ-
an Activities is not the way to meet that threat, manner freakishly untypical of
The committee aids the Communists. It causes confu- - me C011eSe fministration, tne tworoommates naa oeen mismaiwieu.r lsion, divides our society, gives Communistsl unnecessary pub- - willard and Harry
licity, creates undue sympathy for them, and most import- - Willard was happy to skip
antly, spawns an environment of fear and suspicion. lightly to classes every morning,
One American once noted that the only thing we have studied diligently and joined com- -
tn W is fear itself" Those who would foster this fear and raittees in a memaV capacityw - - - I T T
l al l 111violate the verv rights thev swear to uphold are in a re
sense a greater threat to the Republic.
(Cleveland papers, please note.)
i i -- j j o- - j - t?:ji rtr ; i ui j i uuci wuuiui us mujcaiamc neat mu uopiu iuii, mn a x vauuuu heard about Qn
sPt radio. You've read about it in
We agree with those who emphasized that the Peace the papers. Now you will see it
Corps must be selective. It must set stiff standards for those on the screen (or else).
it flprpntc;. At tlip camp ti'mp wp IipIipvp tW tkneo wkn want ee Comrade Lastro start nis
I I . .
to go swimming without getting wet, who want the benefits Tyr lr. me uii;iaiui,c y i t capiiaii&i uppuIlcuoi suui a piugiam uui are unwilling 10 try n are acimg UIi" Batista!
realistically. See Castro become a Commun- -
is
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"It may be collegiate, but it's not Woosterite.'
-- .the ' rolling ; stone
by wml iii
For poor Harry, by fantastic
bad luck, had lost six brothers in
the Second World War; four bro-
thers, two sisters and the family
dog in the Korean Conflict; and
the last of his brothers in a missile
manufacturing plant when that un
"Kiddie Korps" and ' Children s Parade are terms fortunate had happened to lean
coined by some observers to describe the recently inaugurated against a poorly-grounde- d trans
TWo nnhVo o o-rmi- r. nf wi'lH. irmer carrying zu,uuu vous.X VJL till J. llVOV VlllllvO lyllUQlUU U, fc,VL J X "HU I TT 11. 1
eyed teenage reformers, a flag in one lily-whit- e hand and himself with the fact he was
tourist guide book m the other, marching into Asia and Airica his father's sole remaining heir:
to begin a two-yea- r, all-expen- se paid vacation in a foreign for, upon the death of his aging
countrv father, Harry stood to inherit al -- . . . 1! 1- -J f JIL. ' J
The unusual aspect of these criticisms is the attitude cruwung ioaa o, ot mcurrea
with which they are written
program is begun that it will be a failure.
This image seems quite inappropriate when applied to
the announcement that the Peace Corps will recruit some 30
civil engineers, surveyors and geologists who will be dis
patched on a road-mappin- g expedition to Tanganyika late
this year. These men will spend five to six months in training,
r .i over the vears bv his father s armv
an assurance even rjeiore tne i , i ' . 'SUipilia ICLO.11 M.U1C.
Egg Nods
by Ron Eggleston
I 1 1 I .1 I m T-- vlearning me language ana culture 01 me country. Moscow Mouon nctures pre- -
Seven wTeeks will be spent in Tanganyika itself in pre- - sents the Lenin Award-winnin- g
w i - m I .yt
naration for their nroiect. Thev will ?o into a rountrv known ePlc lne Luoan Story, starring
The Peace Corps should be given a fair trial before it jst-support- ed dictator!
judged a success or fail ure.
"Published weekly by the student of the College of Wooster during the
See the secret arms shipments
from our glorious satelites arm
Castro s army!
See the war mongering capital
ist-inspir-
ed rebels crushed by Cas- -
thn nf the tros army i
students andlhould not be construed as reDresentine administration Dolicv. See the embarassment of the
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper tj as another foreign policy
Association, tiiucicu on Brcuuu uiuss uiuiier in uie rost umce, woosier, vmu. i Jjun(Jgr comes to light!
RODNEY KENDIG, Editor-in-Chi- ef (Soon to be distributed in the
JANE ARNDT, Managing Editor U. S. by Cyrus Eaton Enterprises) .
Harry was a pacifist.
A raving pacifist. A violent,
hair-tearin- g,
eye-scratchin-
g, hell-for-leath- er,
tub-thumpi-
ng pacifist
who would fight like a wildcat at
the drop of a hat to defend his
views.
On Sunday evenings he gath
ered with a group of like-minde- d
CO-E- D DINING
To the Editor:
Because of various questions,
complaints and misunderstandings
that have arisen concerning co-e- d
dining sign-up- , the Co-E- d Dining
Committee would like to explain
briefly this year's program.
For the committee (made up of
Bob Kirkbride and Jeanne Robin-
son first semester, Sue McDougald
and Jeanne Robinson second sem-
ester), this has been a year of ex-perimentat- ion
with different meth
ods of sign-u- p in order to find
a more satisfactory, more agree
able plan.
The First Sign-U- p
The first sign-u- p was held dur
ing the fall registration. We hope
that this method will not have to
be repeated in the future.
The second sign-u- p was like
.i iiithose held in previous years
sign-u- p was split into two days
during the week according to
classes with hours of 7:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. on each day.
As in previous years, there were
um-tee- n complaints about waiting
in line for hours in semi-darknes- s
and bitter cold iust to obtain a
meal ticket.
The third sign-u- p was held on
two days during the week, but the
opening was changed from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 a.m.
From the barrage of complaints,
the committee had the feeling that
students would rather get up at
dawn than miss a chance to get
into their favorite dining hall be-
cause of a first hour class.
Saturday Sign-U- p
For the fourth sign-up- . the com-
mittee chose a Saturday because it
combined the virtues of having no
classes and no need of a dawn
opening. .
If a tabulation could be made
of the complaints received during
the year, we believe that the old
sign-u- p system 7:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. on two days of the week-w- ould
receive the prize for having
the most.
robol yell
al klyberg
Port One: j
"Adventure in Paradox
"Come with me," the Wise One
said. "You shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you
free." We entered the gate and
the "porter said, "You are the
cream of the crop." "But what," I
asked, "if the cream should sour?"
"That's not part of the plan," was
the reply.
Once past the gate, we came to
a wood ; I saw the fruits some
looked bad, .some looked .good.
"Let me try," I -s- attlr-lieWise
One said, "No, not yet." I glanced
at my map; it read "Freedom."
The Wise One gripped my hand
more tightly.
We passed a swamp. Squatting
in the mire were faceless forms
linked arm in arm. I again read
my map; it said "individualism."
A sign on a nearby tree read "no
nationals." I smiled. As we passed
on through a corn field, the Wise
One handed me a straw stimulus
to chew on; later he showed me a
cotton comparison, but it was so
frayed and so old. The sunset was
so much more beautiful.
On approaching a grave yard
I. saw the stones row on row. Here
and there was a monument to a
leader sacrificed on the high altar.
I asked the Wise One, "Why?"
He frowned and said, "They did
not love truth like I love truth."
Moving on through the yard we
Willard Bisnett was the picture of the average college student intelligent, unassum-
ing and quiet to the point of shyness. He had chosen Twaddle College mainly because he
admired the four-squar- e American curriculum it offered and its location, deep in the
heartland of his beloved country, at Sump Pump, Ohio.
His father had gone to 1 waddle
and, though he had never gradu-
ated, had been a friend of the
student who was now Dean; so
Willard found himself in a third-floo- r
room of the freshman dormi-
tory, Hasenpfeffer Hall.
Willard s roommate was a red- -
(arp--A rpA.iarpA fi1Inw tininpfl
Communism is a potential threat to national security. Inere Harry Ferment. Harry was not
is also no doubt in our minds that the House Committee on Willard s type; somehow, in a
aj Harry was not, did iKt, and did
not
students to rave in unison against
the follies of the militarists.
After the meetings refreshments
were served; then Harry would
reel back through the night to
Hasenpfeffer Hall, where poor
Willard awaited in fear and
trembling the tirade he knew was
(Continued on Page Six)
This is not certain; it is only
an intelligent (we hope) guess.
Declare an Opinion!
What the committee desires now
.1 iiare opinions on the loiiowine;
questions directed to the students
of this campus :
1. Do you have any suggestions
for a different and improved
method of sign-up- ?
2. Do you feel that the Satur-
day sign-u- p was the most sa-
tisfactory of all previous
methods?
3. Are four sign-up- s during the
year really necessary, for
how many of you take ad
vantage of the four shifts to
change dinine halls even
twice?
Co-e- d dining is a unique func-
tional part of the College of
It involves every one of us
We would like to make it as
efficient, pleasant and significant as
it can be.
Jeanne Robinson
The Student Senate
Co-E- d Dining Committee
REMODELING
To the Editor:
I was first surprised, then
pleased, to learn of the political
implications of the Kauke Hall
remodeling ("Kauke's Renovation
Starts in Left Wing During Re-
cess," Voice, April 28).
I trust that those persons af-
fected by this renovation will pro
fit from it, and I am sure that
all men of good will would join
with me in congratulating the Col-
lege for dealing so efficiently with
the radical element on our cam-
pus.
A Happy Conservative
PEACE WALK
IMPRESSIONS
To the Editor:
We wrote to the Voice last week
because we felt that the San Fran-cisco-to-Mosco- w
peace walk was in
I danger of being judged solejy on
came to an old sanctuary. As the
-Wri- se-OnepenetHts-portarrIsaw-
a small sign, Evangelical Protes
tants Only. I was surprised, but
moved on, his hand in mine.
We entered the main hall and
passed a plaque which read, "He
who enters these gates with a
pure and contrite heart will find
peace." The hall was dark; a beam
of moonlight blinked through a
high window. It shown on a spot
above the altar. There, I saw a
fragment of a cross. On it was a
sign which read, "under construc-
tion." My hand began to ache.
It
that
Part Two:
Paradox Revisited
has been some time since
day when my hand ached
and my heart was full of disap-
pointment. Since then my hand
has clutched others. Disappoint-
ment and rebellion has stalked
their hearts too.
Early one spring morn, before
the sky was shorn of its fleecy
gray twilight, I returned to the
hill I had known. As the shocks
of light split the lazy dawn, I was
struck by the majesty of the newly
erected buildings. My mind wan-
dered back to the accounts of the
great fire and the new "white city"
which had resulted, sixty years be-
fore. "Was it a sham, a false fa-
cade, a Pyrrhic victory?" I mused.
The stone, the field, the wood,
they were all the same. The stu-
dents seemed the same too. A
group of them were prancing
around the smartly, newly sand-
blasted stone, while two of their ,
number were mixing paint.
Later on I saw another group;
they were being addressed by a
tall lad, clothed impecably, the
sun dancing on the buttons of his
blazer. Honor system, Peace
Corpus, Sit-in- s were all part of
his discussion. Someone suggested
a Peace Walk; the place went
wild. As they marched out, their
ban-the-bom- b buttons scintillating,
I talked to the leader.
"You must be interested in pub-
lic affairs," I said. He related he
(Continued on Page Four)
Dining Head, Walkers Speak In Forum
the merits of the two representa
tives sent to this campus.
After walking for a day our
selves and talking to many other
participants, we decided that
Wooster students could not have
a clear idea of the walk from what
they had heard, and we wished to
supplement the remarks made by
the two representatives with our
own impressions.
Unfortunately, partly because
of editing and partly because of
a lack of clarity on our part, we
do not feel that our purpose was
accomplished.
Sincerity of Walkers
Although the quotes cited in last
week's article affirmed that a vari-
ety of opinions does exist among
the walkers, we noticed that they
are united by a sincere and serious
concern for peace.
Most are well-informe- d and
have thought out their position
carefully.
It is indeed difficult to determine
what the effect of the walk has
been or will be perhaps the walk-er- s
themselves realize this more
than anyone.
Still they continue, hoping that
at least they are stimulating
thought concerning alternatives to
war, awareness of the immediate
nature of the problem and deep
concern for peace.
It's No Picnic
The walk itelf is characterized
by a quiet seriousness. The walkers
sing no peppy and wild-eye- d
songs, nor do they engage in en-
thusiastic discussion. Their sched-
ule is well planned and adhered
to.
It is, of course, impossible to ob-
tain a total understanding of a
peace walk by participating for
one day.
We feel, however, that our im-pressions'sho- uld
be taken into ac- -
count by Wooster students attempt-
ing to understand the nature of
the San Francisco-to-Mosco- w peace
walk.
Mary Lou McCorkel
. i
on the issue nf ren.
tralized government. John Dean's remarks bear the title "De-
centralization Is Necessary;1' Bob Van Wyh's "Conservative
My in;
CONSERVATIVE MYTH
Whenever Federal action is pro-
posed to meet some urgent need
such as urban renewal, housing,
chronic unemployment, education,
water polution, inadequate wages
or the exploitation of migrant
workers or other minority groups,
then one meets the great myth
of the "conservatives" that the
smallest unit of the government,
closest to the people, is the best
government and should take care
of these problems without Federal
assistance or interference. But
this is nothing more than a myth
for the following reasons:
Taxes for "General Welfare"
(1) Such problems as West Vir-
ginia's chronic unemployment or
Mississippi's inadequate provis-
ions for education are beyond the
resources of the concerned states.
If the Federal Government steps
in, taxes paid by citizens of other
states will be used, but so what.
One does not pay city taxes just
to maintain the school his children
attend or the roads between his
home and place of work. Like-
wise, should we not take pride in
our nation as a whole and seek
"the general welfare"?
States & Cities Won't Act
(2) State and local governments
are often unwilling to take con-
structive action. They are not
closest to the needs of the people
because they do not represent the
people. " In only 20 per cent of
the state legislatures are the seats
apportioned according to popula-
tion. Alabama hasn't reapportion-
ed its legislature since 1901, Ver-
mont since 1793, Tennessee since
1903, Iowa since 1927, etc.
In the action of the Federal
Government it is less likely "that
a majority of the whole will have
a common motive to invade the
rights of other citizens" (James
Madison, The Federalist, No. 10).
This holds true for neglecting
needs as well as invading rights.
Though rural areas benefit from
the presence of cities in their
states, the rurally controlled state
legislatures usually refuse t o
spend any money for urban re-
newal or any other needs of the
cities which they cannot meet by
themselves.
The Federal Government must
act if the general welfare is to be
maintained rather than just the
welfare of the special interest
groups and the rural areas which
control gerrymandered state legis-
latures.
For too long cities have had
no qualms about polluting the
drinking water of their down-
stream neighbors and the same
communities have exploited mi-
grant workers and refused to edu-
cate their children.
From Our Spring
Collection of . . .
ftJoyce
Shoes
ii
Black Natural
or White
$11.95
DECENTRALIZATION
IS NECESSARY
The United States is the first
great experiment in federalism.
Prior to the framing of the Con-
stitution in 1787, history had wit-
nessed the rise and fall of a num-
ber of confederacies, and the
world had experienced numberless
centralized or unitary states.
The Soviet Union is a current
example of a highly centralized
government, an example I am cer-
tain my "liberal" friends would
not suggest as the successful use
of centralization of governmental
powers.
Yet these advocates of central-
ized government unhesitantly
would rob the states of their con-
stitutional Rights with the argu-
ment that they are strengthening
democracy, while we conservatives
only want to preserve that which
has proven to be the strongest
democratic government ever to
exist.
States Lose Power
It is difficult to believe that
these advocates of stronger cen-
tralized government would not re-
lieve the states of eyery power
granted them by the Constitution.
In a belief that this position
does not necessarily contribute to
a stronger democracy, I-as- k them:
(1) Is not the Contstitution the
guiding principle of our govern-
ment, and does not the Tenth
Amendment give the states juris-
diction in certain areas, areas in
which the states may act or not
act as they see fit?
(2) Is not a government which
is closest to the people best able
to understand their wants and
needs? Who knows better than
the Clevelanders when Cleveland
needs new streets?
(3) Is not centralized govern-
ment a violation of our principle
of limited government? Is un-
limited government the best gov-
ernment?
(4) Should not state and local
issues be separate from national
issues?
(5) How effective is administra-
tion of a large centralized govern-
ment?
Diminishing Returns
Economists tell us that it is
possible for corporations t o
reach a size at which the econo-
mies of large-scal-e operations are
more than counter-balance- d by the
inefficiency of a top-heav- y over-
head management. Will a growing
centralized government not reach
a point of diminishing returns?
Since the formation of our Re-
public, decentralization has been
necessary and desirable and what-
ever its weaknesses they are out-
weighed by its virtues.
North Side Public Sq
FOR ...
BREAKFAST LUNCH
DINNER SNACKS
Complete Menu -- and - Choice of Beverage
&2IS(S(0)'
Open 8 a.m. Closed Sundays
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Westinghouse Power Plant Supplies
Hill With Heat, WateY, Electricity
by Loyd Wollstadt
Standing massively under its 200-fo- ot stack is Herman
Westinghouse Memorial
.
Power Plant, the center of all heat,
hot water and electricity on campus.
The power plant, built in 1939. Droduces steam for
neaung an major campus build-
ings and heating the water for all
showers and campus kitchens. All
the campus power runs through
transformers at the power plant.
Until 1939, power and steam
were generated at a plant between
Colorful Spain Tempts Traveler
by Louise Tate
If for no other reason, it is nice to visit Spain out of a sense of gratitude. After all,
if it were not for Ferdinand and Isabella, Columbus would never have found the where-
withal! to traipse over to America, and without him we would not now be sending foreign
aid to the bpanish.
Other Spanish exports, however,
have not been so fortunate. They
sent Catherine of Aragon to Eng-
land, but when the English failed
to appreciate her charm and
beauty, she panicked and lost her
head although not in the same
way as her successor, Anne Boleyn.
Catherine lost control of her
temper, and started flinging all
sorts of things at poor Henry.
She also threatened him with
a papal bull, because she thought
it might prove an interesting fight,
and she had not seen a bull fight
since she left Spain.
Henry did not understand Span-
ish, but the fact that she was
yelling at him made him simply
furious, so he exchanged her for
a more sweet-tempere- d wife.
Many years later the Spanish
got around to sending an Armada
to avenge poor Catherine. This was
completely unsuccessful, and the
country decided to invest in the
profitable tourist trade which is
far less risky than venturing forth
upon the high seas.
Rolling Out the Red Carpet
The tourist arrives in Spain
with visions of toreadors, orange
blossoms and flamencos dancing
in his head.
He is not to be disappointed.
When he steps off his plane he is
met by brilliantly attired Spanish
gypsies, who thrust a pair of cas-tene- ts
into his hand and whirl him
off to the nearest shopping district.
The tourist, overcome by this
enormous interest in him, immedi-
ately buys quantities of mantillas,
fans and guitars to last his wife
through costume parties for the
rest of her life.
Do not let that seemingly lazy
tradition of siesta fool you. The
Spanish businessmen use these
hours to count their morning in-
come, not to take naps.
Why See a Bull Fight?
Sooner or later, everyone goes
to a bull fight, although for differ-
ing reasons.
The tourists go to watch the
spectacle of the sport. The Span-
iards attend to watch the spectacle
of the tourists. Ernest Hemingway
goes to watch everything and
everybody to gather material for
his next book.
Bullfights, contrary to popular
Concerned about
SUMMER STORAGE?
Let Us Help You by Storing
Your Clothing for the Summer
We will CLEAN and MOTHPROOF your wardrobe
store for the summer and return to you in the
fall NEWLY PRESSED and ready to wear.
Storage Boxes Are Available Thru Our Agents
Storage - - - $4.95
Plus Cleaning Charges
$500 Insurance Included
(Furs Stored Separately)
AGENTS
Compton Hall Anjia Douwsma
Holden Hall Lynda Miner
Holden Annex Willa Jean Spencer
Wagner 1st and 2nd Joyce Measures
Wagner 3rd and 4th ...Jane Arndt
Douglass Hall Doug Witters
Kenarden Lodge
........P Bing Cardall
Livingstone . Ed Martin
MANN'S
Laundry Dry Cleaning
Jsi-- Freedlander's
opinion, are very seldom 'fixed.
They are a bit one-side- d, however.
Some twenty-od- d picadors, torea-
dors and matadors file into the
ring, wearing full regalia, and af-
ter saluting the king and queen
and Ava Gardner (without whom
Hemingway seldom is), they turn
and face the solitary bull.
He, poor beast, thinks he has
a fighting chance. Actually, he
is a two-wa- y loser.
Whether the matador kills or
is killed, he has the public sym-
pathy. The bull does not. If he
lives through several battles he is
finally sold on the bull market,
which has seen the end of much
good stock.
This Senorita Speaks French!
A great deal of the best pub-
licity for the country comes from
Bizet's opera, Carmen, which mag-
nificently epitomizes the simple
folk life of the Spanish.
Bizet was careful to capture all
sorts of realistic details, although
he slipped up on the minor point
of language; The Spanish seldom
speak French.
The language difference really
does not matter, for the opera
goer becomes swept away with
emotion, regardless of the mode
of expression used.
In the final tragic scene, Car-.(Continu- ed
'
on Page Six)
Galpin Hall and Bever Street.
This plant, built in 1902 along
with Kauke Hall, had a 150-fo- ot
stack.
With the expansion of the col-
lege in the 1930's,' this plant be-
came inadequate.
The new plant, a gift of John
F. Miller, '81, cost $280,000 when
constructed. Twelve years earlier
Mr. Miller donated Hygeia Hall.
Mr. Miller earned his fortune
at Westinghouse Air Brake Co.,
rising to vice-chairm- an of the
company and working under the
Westinghouse brothers. Further
tightening the Westinghouse fam-
ily, Mr. Miller married Herman
Westinghouse's widow in 1937.
The Engineer
Ray Robison, operating engi-
neer of the power plant, has
worked 24 years for the college.
Mr. Robison oversees the care-takin- g
at the power plant. A staff
of five continuously looks after
the plant, at the only three-shi- ft
job on campus. For the evening
and night shifts only one man
controls operations. ' ,
Mare Than "16 Tons"
In winter up to 35 tons of
coal is burned each day, but only
five tons per day is used in the
summer. During August, the plant
stops operations entirely.
Expansion is planned for the
power plant. In the next five years
the college hopes to install an
entirely rewired .electric system.
All maTor-buiWi-ngs have trans-
formers to alter the voltage to
household levels.
Steam Heats Steam
Business Manager Arthur Pal-
mer notes, "People don't realize
the increase in building mainten-
ance that is being caused by the
new buildings on campus."
Steam from the boilers heat all
major college buildings. Andrews,
Compton and Wagner have hot-wat- er
heating systems, with the
water being heated by steam.
COLLEGE MEN
SUMMER JOB
FULL TIME WORK THIS SUMMER
EARN $4,000 BETWEEN MAY AND SEPT.
30 30 30 30 30 30
$1,000 CASH SCHOLARSHIPS AND
GRANTS FOR THE COLLEGES
EARN IN EXCESS OF $133. A WEEK
TRAVEL TO RESORT AREAS, PLENTY OF
TIME FOR BOATING, SWIMMING & GOLF
WIN AN ALL EXPENSE PAID HOLIDAY TO
LONDON FOR A WEEK
SOME QUALIFIED STUDENTS MAY WORK
OVERSEAS FOR THE SUMMER
BASIC REQUIREMENTS
1. OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE.
2. AT LEAST 6 MONTHS OF COLLEGE.
3. NEAT APPEARANCE.
THOSE STUDENTS WHO QUALIFY MAY CONTINUE
THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH US
NEXT SEMESTER ON A PART TIME BASIS
CALL NEAREST OFFICE FOR APPOINTMENT
CLEVELAND, OHIO
MA. 1-3- 381
Youngstown, Ohio
Rl. 4-24- 17
Wyandotte, Mich.
AV. 2-77- 66
Ann Arbor, Michigan
NO. 3-60- 03
Akron, Ohio
FR. 6-12- 53
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
WO. 5-41- 53
Flint, Mich.
CE. 9-80- 46
TOLEDO, OHIO
CH. 3-96- 53
Erie, Penn.
GL. 5-04- 12
Pontiac, Mich.
FE. 4-09- 03
Lima, Ohio
CA. 4-97- 61
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
GL. 6-74- 51
Lansing, Michigan
IV. 2-56- 22
South Bend, Indiana
CE. 2-13- 53
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rebel yell
(Continued from Page Two)
was "totally involved." I asked
him who he had voted lor last
vear. "Oh. I foreot to register,'
he shot back. "Well, I've gotta
go now, I want to be back in
time for Maverick."
It was getting dusk. I went to
the chapel; it hadn't changed
much. I sat there thinking of the
past; I thought of my wife. She
had been the only one I dated in
college, but I guess we had been
happy. I thought of our house in
Westchester, the new station wag-
on, our three children. Then my
reverie was suddenly broken.
I felt a hand on my shoulder;
its touch was familiar. I turned;
it was my wise old friend. His
face was thin, mapped with the
signs of age; his hair was white
and sparse, but his eyes were still
bright. He didn't speak; he just
stared. Then a tear started to
trickle down his rut-ridde- n face.
He knew.
Probably in one of the news-
papers he had read the accounts
of Judge Ganey's decision thirty
days far price fixing. The Wise
One turned and walked away. I
looked at my perspiring hands.
The sweat looked red in the light
of the dying day. I looked at
the cross; it was red too. It was
then I realized I was home; the
paradox was I.
Munson Announces
Golfers' Regulations
The use of Boles Memorial Golf
Course is free lo students during
the school year. Between the spring
and fall semesters students will
pay the greens fees.
Violators
All persons using the course are
expected to abide by the following
rules, according to Coach Carl
Munson. Violators will be asked
to leave the course.
Rules
1. Admission shall be by iden-
tification card.
2. United States Golf Associa-
tion rules shall govern play.
3. Respect other players and
workmen on the course.
4. Obey the signs.
5. Replace all divots.
6. Smooth out holes made by
ball landing on green.
7. All persons carry own bag.
8. Allow faster players to go
through.
9. Do not cross in front of oth-
ers.
10. All players should be in re-
spectable attire. Men, please wear
shirts.
11. No playing on Sunday before
1:00 p.m.
It's Fun fo Eat Out!
ESPECIALLY AT THE
bo Motel Mfee Sbop
(Under New Management)
ENTRANCE IN FRONT OF OHIO HOTEL
1. Any Night This Coming Week
Just Say You're from the College
T-BO- NE STEAK DINNER
French Fries Salad
Rolls and Butter Coffee, Tea or Milk
2. TUESDAY NIGHT ONLY
TURKEY DINNER
Dressing Potatoes Salad
Rolls and Butter Coffee, Tea or Milk
LJL
Visit Nic( Amster's New . . .
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by Phil Brown
A one-senten- ce story in a local paper noted recently
that tennis promoter Jack -- Kramer hopes to have the term
"love" replaced by zero.
This set me to wondering why they don't progress from
there to two, three, four and five instead of 15, 30, 40 and
50 unless the latter makes it sound like a high scoring game.
Headline in the Otterbein Tan and Cardinal: "Baseball
Team Loses Two More." Must be encouraging to the team.
Higher Standards '
From the Heidelberg Kilikilik: "Indiscreet rumors. have
it that this campus sports activities are due for a sharp up-
heaval. Financial aid will be cut to a minimum and all aid
will be given on a high scholastic rating only. Physical Edu-
cation majors will be allowed only a specified amount of
Phys. Ed. courses each semester.
"Finally, all athletes must be in good scholastic standing
to participate in any athletic event. Never before has a good
scholastic standing been defined, and probably it will mean
a one-poi- nt average for the athlete.
"The proposals do not meet our approval and probably
the majority of the student body. Heidelberg has a tradition
of athletics and athletic honors which should not be looked
back upon as the good old days, but should be looked upon
as fine memories and more to come.
"We realize that Heidelberg is looking for top scholastic
standings, but how will these drastic measures affect the
athletic climb?"
Pirates in World Series? .
From the Otterbein Tan and Cardinal: "Those of you
who wish to obtain early tickets for the first two games of the
1961 world series may do so by writing this address: Ticket
Sale Division, Pittsburgh Pirates, Pittsburgh, Pa."
There will be a few surprised faces in Pittsburgh and
five other National League cities if anyone takes this idea
seriously.
For a lovely Mother, a lovely gift
v.V.y. v:
1 Jk'
SUNDAY, MAY 14
Our enchanting collection of inspired Mother's
Day gifts will enable you to make a happy
choice for a Mother who deserves the best!
Gift Wrapped by Request
The Beulah Cechtel Shop
"Fashions of Distinction"
Swot rr
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. . . The above picture shows you one view of our new shop for the Young
Business Man, and the College Man. Suiting the well-dresse- d man of to-
day takes a specialist . . . our new Alumni Shop is that specialist. One
shop, one stop! Specializing in these basics of the new look: the natural
shoulder, the pleatless trouser, the vest, and the correct accessories. This
New Alumni Shop puts them all together, coming up with the new look
for young men.
nn flMil
Seventh Softballers
Lead Both Leagues
In-Intramura-
l-Play-
Two leagues, the Black and
Gold, compose the men's intra-
mural softball organization. As
of Tuesday, Seven B headed the
Gold League with a 3-- 0 record.
Seven A was leading the Black
league with a 3-- 0 record.
Five B follows closely with a 2-- 0
record.
On Wednesday, April 26, Seven
B edged Second 7-- 5 behind the
pitching of sophomore Phil
Brown. Five A nipped First 15-1- 3
in a real slugfest to pick up their
first win.
The next day Second came back
to edge Sixth 6-- 5 and Third held
off a determined last inning rally
by Five B to take an 11-- 9 victory.
Seven B picked up their third
win Monday with "a 6-- 4 victory.
The game featured the umpiring
of Dean Ralph Young in the late
innings.
In the last inning freshmen Rus-
sell Yamazaki and Jim Hartley
teamed up on a double play to
end Sixth's hope for a rally.
Second picked up their second
loss, losing to Five B 6-- 4, with
senior Jim Klein as the winning
pitcher.
In two make-u- p games Monday
Fourth defeated First 11-- 9 and
Five A took a forfeit from Eighth.
In Tuesday's action Seven A
walloped First 14-- 1 with senior
Dick Clippinger as the winning
pitcher.
Fourth clobbered Eighth by the
score of 15-4- . r
GOLD LEAGUE
Won Lost
Seven B 3 0
Second '. 2 2
Third : 1 2
Five B , 1 2
Sixth ..' 1 2
BLACK LEAGUE
Won Lost
Seven A 3 0
Five A 2 0 0
Fourth
...2 1
Eighth 1 3
First 0 4
Sports 6AL --ore
by Sandy Bogunia
F1
creation Association are over and
the results are m. Marge Eipper
heads the slate of officers as newly-electe- d
president. Jane Friedman
will assist Marge in the position
of vice-preside- nt and Kitty Kelly
will act as secretary.
Mary Jane Long will control the
purse strings when she takes the
posrof treasurer and Molly Faries
will head publicity.
Helen Eipper will be concerned
with WRA cabin and the new food
chairman is Ginny Manning. All
officers are members of the junior
class.
Called oVWcccount of
Wooster's famous climate has
delayed the tennis and softball
competition. "The day the rains
came" seems to be Saturday morn-
ings for tennis and Friday after-
noons for softball.
Lassies Take "Day"
The Wooster women were not
very good hostesses at the playday
with Muskingum last Saturday.
The Lassies held the winning hand
in all the athletic events.
The gals posted a 14-1- 0 victory
in the softball game and matched
it with a 46-3- 2 decision for the
swimming events.
Friedman, Regen Win
Junior Jane Friedman and
sophomore Barb Regen both came
out on top in the singles tennis
competition, while juniors Pat
Townsend and Liz Nelson turned
in the low scores for the golf
match.
Wooster captured the first and
sixth spots with their bows and
arrows, and Muskingum filled up
the remaining four slots.
WRA Sponsors "Night"
All Scots may attend the Co-Re- c
night sponsored by the WRA on
May 19.
Swimming, volleyball, ping-pong- ,
badminton and bridge
events are planned for the evening.
A door prize will be given away.
LOOKING FOR SOME BOOK?
Either Hardbound or Paperback;
If Not in Stock We Can Order It!
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
The perfect suit for
Graduation ....
Crieketeer
TRIMLINES ....
The "YOUNG MAN LOOK"
in Suits and Sport Coats
. . . Young Man . . . to get way out in front
of the Class of '61. How? Very simple: The
class of '61 starts work June 1st. There have
to be promotions to make room for the new
men. You, a sprinter, should get working on
your promotion May 1st. As in any race, fdst
equipment is called for, none faster than the
lightweight wrosted-polyeste- r tropical that
Crieketeer tailors for us. See what the tailored
"Trimline" can do for you.
$39.95 to $69.95
ROLAND "BARNEY" LEHMAN, OWNER
Wooster's Fine Men's Store Since 1897
Friday, May 5, 1961
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In A Rpiif Over Attfon
by Art Torell
Winners over Akron once this season, the Scot diamond-me- n
will try to make it two in a row tomorrow afternoon when
they host the Zips at the stadium at 3:00, right after the track
meet.
Coach John Swigart's charges
blasted Akron 10-3- , in an earlier
contest. Wooster probably faces
one of the two pitchers they saw
in the first game, either Tom
Adolph or Dave Beem, both right-
handers.
In last week's action, the Scots
were beaten by their own defen-
sive mistakes as they dropped
three straight and committed 17
errors in the three games.
Ashland Victors
Ashland nipped the Scots for
the second time this year, this
time by a 4-- 3 count. Kenyon earn-
ed a split on the season by drop-
ping the Laddies, 6-- 3.
The third defeat was an 11-- 3
loss at the hands of Baldwin-Wallac- e
Tuesday. Yesterday, the Scots
were scheduled to visit Oberlin.
Against Baldwin-Wallac- e, eight
big errors and two Yellow Jacket
home runs sum up the battle.
Art Van Rensselaer and 'John
Youngblood each hit two-ru- n
homers for the only earned runs
the visitors were able to get off
starter senior Bill Ashworth.
Eight Hits Apiece
The Scots were able to match
B--
W in hits at eight apiece, but
in the scoring column they were
way down.
Juniors Bill Washburn and
Craig Wood each had two hits to
pace the Scot attack ; but the Scots
were down, 9-- 0, before they even
scored.
It was the first loss for Ash
worth since the 1959 season. In
that span, the tall right-hande-r had
won six straight, including one
this year.
Ashland's Larry Deffenbaugh
was the big difference in the game
against the Eagles. He contributed
two doubles, two runs scored and
two runs-batted-i- n to the Eagle at
tack. His two-ru- n double in the
seventh provided a 4--2 lead that
was never relinquished.
Deffenbaugh's double and Joe
Sprague's single netted a run in
the second for the Eagles.
Double Error
Senior Dave Fraser wound up
on second as a result of a double
error in the fourth. He moved to
third on a ground out and scored
to knot it up on frosh Dale Van- -
dersall s sacrifice fly.
The Eagles again took the lead
on two walks, two stolen bases
and a sacrifice fly. The Scots again
tied it up, with senior Steve Mc-Clellan- 's
single doing the trick
after freshman Ben Lee had trip-
led.
This set the stage for Deffen-
baugh's double, which gave the
Eagles the lead again.
Rally Quelled
In the eighth junior Gary Gall
reached first when hit by a pitch.
Singles by Fraser and Wood
KEENEY'S CAFETERIA
COME TO KEENEY'S!
Bring your DATE,
Bring your FAMILY,
Bring your CAMPUS VISITORS,
For Good Food
at Prices Students Can Afford to Pay
Free Parking Within Walking Distrance
Corner Buckeye and Liberty
CORSAGES
FOR
FORMALS and MOTHER'S DAY
Wooster Floral
South Side Public Square
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scored Gall, but Jim McKinley
relieved Ashland starter Jack Craf-to- n
to put out the rally.
In . the ninth, Wooster again
tried to rally but a double play
ended the game.
Sophomore Jim Meissner started
for the Scots, and seven walks hurt
time, as three of them figured in
Ashland scores. Ashworth relieved
Meissner in the seventh after Def-
fenbaugh's double and finished up.
Kenyon Game
Against Kenyon, seven errors
by the Scots led to three unearned
runs as the Lords jumped out to
a 6-- 0 lead in five innings. Paul
Niemeyer had three singles and
two runs-batted-i- n to pace the at-
tack.
Lads Score
In the seventh, the Laddies got
their first run when Lee tripled
and freshman Rich Evans followed
up with a single.
In the ninth, Lee walked, Evans
doubled, frosh Gary Goodson
walked and Gall grounded into a
force play as the Scots scored
their last two tallies.
Wood's Work
Craig Wood went the route for
Wooster, giving up ten hits, but
striking out eight. Herb Blake scat-
tered seven hits for the winners
and struck out seven. V
Future Events
After tomorrow's game with Ak-
ron, the Scots host Hiram at the
stadium on Wednesday at 3:00
p.m. On Friday Coach John Swig-art'- s
charges travel to Muskingum
to take on the Muskies.
Scots Take Trophy
In Area T Regatta
Four Scots brought home the
first place trophy from the Area
"B" eliminations-regatt- a held last
weekend at Ohio Wesleyan.
Top OSU, DePauw
Wooster, along with Ohio State
and DePauw who placed second
and fourth respectively, will sail
in the midwest championships
May 20-2- 1.
The top two schools in this
regatta will be eligible to compete
in the nationals at Annapolis in
June.
Day Postponed
Because of inclement weather
last Saturday, the faculty sailing
day was postponed. The event has
not yet been rescheduled.
This weekend the racing team
will meet with Oberlin and John
Carroll at Oberlin for a triangular
regatta.
Phone 3-28- 86
U J- -
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COED ROBIN HOODS . . .. Juniors Pris Gardner (left) and
Jeanne Robertson prepare to release the arrows In a WRA
playday Saturday. Wooster took all events from the visiting
Muskingum girls.
Undefeated Squad
An undefeated Akron team
comes to challenge the Scot golfers
on the local greens tomorrow.
The Zips, led by Tim Edwards,
Dennis Murphy, Carl Fenn, Al
Stevenson and Keith Burch, are
considered the top team in the
Ohio Conference.
They soundly defeated, the Big
Red of Denison, last year's O. C.
champs. Indicative of what is "in
store for the home squad is a 65
shot by Edwards a few weeks ago.
Travel to Columbus
. The Lads travel to Columbus
for the Ohio Intercollegiate' meet
Monday on Ohio State's Scarlet
course.
Jack Nicklaus, the nation's top
amateur, is favored to repeat as
champion on his home links.
Last year, Jim Logue of Witten-
berg finished one stroke behind
Nicklaus. Senior Karl Hilgert,
Scot captain, defeated Logue this
year.
Golfers 7--2
In last week's action, the Scots
ran their record to seven wins be-
fore they were stopped by Deni-
son on Monday, Xiy A an
Ohio Wesleyan Tuesday, 1410.
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Challenges Scots
Freshman Al Harley was low
man against Denison with a 78.
On April 28, Heidelberg and
Oberlin were topped on the local
course.
Again at home the next day,
the Laddies handed 16-- 0 and 23-- 1
defeats to Ashland and Kenyon
respectively.
TftreeScofWomen
Pick Cheerleaders
Junior Betty Bea Andrews,
freshman Susan Brunk, sophomore
Abby Griffith, freshman Carol Hin-ma- n,
junior Kitty Kelly and
sophomore Carolyn Stevens will
lead Scots inheering the teams
on next year as cheerleaders.
Chosen Wednesday evening by
this year's captain senior Sally
Galbreath, next year's captain
Kitty Kelly and women's physical
education professor Carolyn Gib-frie- d,
the six women tried out
along with seven others.
The contenders, trying out in-
dividually and in pairs, each had
to make up a cheer, besides learn-
ing three cheers this year's cheer-
leaders taught them before the try-out- s.
ZIPS
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The Wooster track team hosts an undefeated Akron team
in Severance Stadium tomorrow afternoon. Led by Gimon
Lee, Alex Adams and Bill Heideman, the Zips should provide
the stiffest competition of the year. The Scots' chances have
been damaged by injuries to sev
eral key runners.
In last Saturday's meet with
Muskingum, Wooster lost its first
Ohio Conference dual meet in two
years, when ailing juniors Stu
Paterson, Tim Stepetic and John
Harley failed to score. The out-
come of tomorrow's meet depends
largely upon how well they have
recovered.
.
Muskingum took both relays
and six other first places as they
scored 68 23 points as opposed
to 56 13 for Wooster. Once again
Art Herriott was high scorer for
Wooster with 12 points, followed
by seniors Lu Wims with ten and
Bill Konnert with six.
Other outstanding performances
were turned in by seniors Kurt
Liske who won the mile in 4:33.3
and Dave Moore who took the 880
yard run with a 1:59.8 time.
Summary of the Results
HALF-MIL- E RELAY - 1, Musking-
um (Miller, Cunningham, Myers, Hel-
ler). Time 1:31.1.
MILE-- 1, Liske (W) ; 2, Skates (M) ;
3, McChutchean (M). Time-4:3- 3.3.
440-YAR- D RUN-- 1, Myers (M); 2,
Seipert (W); 3, Bixber (M). Time-51- .1.
.100-YAR- D DASH--1, Miller (M) ; 2,
Hoffmire (M) and W. Konnert (W)
tied. Time-10- .1.
120-YAR- D HIGH HURDLES -- , 1
Shaw (M) ; 2, Herriott (W) ; 3, Ander
son (M). Time "15.5.
HALF-MIL- E 1, Moore (W) ; 2, Mor-
rison (W) ; 3, McCutchean (M). Time
-- 1:59.8.
220-YAR- D DASH - 1, Cunningham(M); 2, Barnett (W) ; 3, Hoffmier
(M). Time-22- .7.
220-YAR- D LOW HURDLES-- 1, Her-
riott (W) ; 2, Shaw (M) ; 3, Under-
wood (W). Time-24- .0. v
TWO-MIL- E RUN-- 1, Wijliams (M) ;
2, Campbell (M); 3, Jones (W). Time
--10:0.9.
MILE RELAY-- 1, Muskingum (Shaw,
Miller, Bixler, Myers). Time 3:26.4.
POLE VAULT-- 1, Brown (M) and
W. Konnert (W) tied; 3, Wortman
(M). Height-11'- 6".
HIGH JUMP-- 1, Herriott (W) and
Landis (W) tied; 3, Blake (M), Liske
(W) and Miller (M) tied. Height-
s' 8".
SHOT PUT-- 1, Wims (W) ; 2, Wen-ge- r
(M); 3, Tuxill (M). Distance-48'63- 4".
DISCUS-- 1, Wims (W) ; 2, Williams
(M); 3, Rimmer (W). Distance-1- 50'
10".
BROAD JUMP-- 1, Anderson (M) ; 2,
Underwood (W); 3,J. Konnert (W).
Distance-2- 0' liy2".
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Zips Seek Revenge
For 9-- 0 Trouncing
The tennis team will host tra-
ditional arch-riva- l Akron as the
Scot netters take a break tomor-
row on the home courts at 1:00
p.m.
Arch-Riv- al Zips
The visiting Zippers, who suf-
fered a 9-- 0 setback in the Wooster
match last year, are the first of
three relatively weak teams with
which Coach Jim Ewers' squad
will conclude the dual-matc- h sea-
son.
.
At Muskingum
Muskingum travels to Wooster
for a match beginning at 1 :00 p.m.
on Monday, and the Scot netters
meet Hiram on the Hiram courts
Thursday afternoon. ,
Denison, Otters
Wooster's racket squad posted
6-- 3 and 8-- 1 victories over Denison
Saturday and Otterbein on Mon-
day after dropping an 8-- 1 decision
to Kenyon last Thursday.
Winners in the Denison match
were sophomores John Ferry,
Dave Little and Walt Wildman
and junior Mel Orwig in the
singles matches and Ferry and Lit-
tle and sophomore Mike Rudick
and Orwig in the doubles contests.
Sweep Matches
The nucleus of returning letter-me- n,
Ferry, Little, Rudick, Orwig
and Chris Hines, a. junior, were
joined by Wildman in- - sweeping
the six singles matches against Ot-
terbein. -
Hines and junior Roger Cooley
and frosh Dave Clymer and Wild-ma- n
captured two doubles matches
against the visiting Otters.
Clymer and Wildman at the
third doubles spot were the only
winners in the Kenyon match as
Ewers sidelined third and fourth
singles men Rudick and Orwig.
offers
Summer Employment with
Career Opportunity
A unique summer employment opportunity with
challenging career possibilities, limited only by your
ambition and ability, with a well established inter-
national organization, is available to all under-
graduates.
Work this summer in one of the 1500 branches
of the SINGER Sewing Machine Company near your
home. Gain valuable business experience while
earning salary plus commission. Your potential
abilities will be developed by our proven training
program.
.
Successful men who wish to finance their edu-
cation may continue on a part-tim- e basis during
school term. All successful men will be given a
graduation career opportunity with a chance for
location of college, area of desired employment,
advancement in Domestic Sales, Foreign Distribu-
tion, Advertising, Engineering, Finance, etc.
For personal interview, write, stating name and
course or major, and year of graduation, to:
Singer Sewing Machine Company
Singer Building
149 Broadway, New York 6, New York
ATTENTION: MR. F. A. KOLYER
Director of Sales Promotion
.
'
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to come and last into the small
hours of the morning.
From time to time during the
night, Harry would shout his
rallying cry, his refrain: "We are
ready." he would scream, "to die
for our beliefs!"
It had always been Willard's
understanding that all Americans
felt the same way abouf it, but
Harry's devotion, if not his man-
ners, exerted a strangely attractive
influence upon him.
A Peace Walk
Three thousand miles away, a
few excited college students
tramped gaily out of San Fran-
cisco headed for the East Coast
and (they said) Moscow.
Harry regularly received some
sort of national pacifist news-
letter; so he followed eagerly and
described in glowing phrases to
Willard their pilgrims' progress
across the face of the great con-
tinent. .
Willard was impressed; in high
school he had belonged to the Boy
Scouts and the Friends of pother
Earth, both of which groups had
gone in for hiking a good deal.
So, when Harry mentioned the
possibility of joining the group
as it passed through their area,
he found the idea not without ap-
peal. .'
As the day approached, how-
ever, he realized it would be
madness to leave school for such
a lark, especially with his last
tuition check all paid.
Unfortunately, some unfeeling
professor, on the very day of
decision, happened to return to
Willard a quiz paper on which he
had not excelled; he left with
Harry.
Crossing the Country
Grimly he marched across Ohio
and into Pennsylvania. The wea-
ther turned bad; his enthusiasm
dimmed.
Then, as he huddled with the
group in an old barn for shelter
one night, he happened to make
the acquaintance of a fellow
marcher named Betty Pox, from
Incidental College in Halfmast,
Arizona.
Love and pacifism bloomed, and
he set out happily for Moscow
again the next morning, hand in
hand with his new-foun- d friend.
She, being shorter, walked upon
the pavement of the road, while
he walked on the shoulder, and
they were, very happy together.
As they approached New Jersey,
they squabbled over some minor
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point or other, and Willard again
began thinking of home and Has
enpfeffer; but the arrival of a
fresh contingent from Bennington
and Skidmore drove these heresies
from his mind.
Willard had become a true paci-
fist.
They reached New York. Some-
one had supplied placards and
guitars, and alt the big news-
papers The Daily Mirror, The
News and The Enquirer had
sent reporters and photographers
to record the embarkation of the
youths who were "to march to the
great cities of Europe, bearing
their novel message to the carefree
folk of that continent.
In Europe
London was magnificent; Paris
was wonderful; Vienna was great
fun. Then they headed northward
to'the Communist countries, on the
le U f TM .iaoi lap muat-- u vv
Fall was approaching, and the n
nippy air occasionally suggested (
to Willard the picture of Napol
.1 1
eons armies streaking across the
plain to the storied towers of .that
great, city. He did not carry the
comparison beyond that point.
Finally Warsaw and Minsk were
behind them, and the miles to
Red Square at last seemed some-thins- ;
less than impossible. On
they trudged, and on . . .
It was sheer coincidence that
at almost the very moment they
entered the suburbs of Moscow,
the tension was finally and sud-
denly released: from a lonely
Caribbean island rose several
gleaming tubes that belched fire
and streaked northward; deep in
the Anatolian Plateau, several
other gleaming tubes rose slowly,
gathered speed, and also shot
away to the north.
The End of the Walk
Far under the cobblestones of
Red Square, in the gleaming,
mauve-and-whit- e nerve center of
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WOOSTER
the Soviet Empire, an aide tugged
ura-TrrajorVsleevensmd-enls
. . .
" he began.
"Oh, for God's sake!" the ma-jo- r
exploded, "Don't bother me
now! Let them get into Molotov
Plaza
..."
The aide hurried away.
Wilbur, Harry and their friends
turned triumphantly into Molotov
Plaza, wondering why the city
seemed so quiet. Then they saw
the muzzles of guns protruding
from windows. !
There was a funny sound in
the air, and they began to lie
down together in the street . . .
YARNS
Come In and. Inspect Our
c.l; t u dicuium Ul IMC in
Knitting Yarns.
f A Yarn for Every Use
A Color for Every Taste
House of Rhodes
105 W. Pine St.
A Step Off Campus
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily
KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS
CONTEMPORARY and EVERYDAY
GREETING CARDS
(In the Hall Between
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
MEN - EARN UP TO
$1,000 THIS SUMMER!
WORK IN YOUR OWN HOME TOWN!
FOR FURTHER
Call AN 3-63- 12, ask
A FEW PART-TIM- E
COOPER Owe
VOICE
Madrigals Present
Recital In Museum
The Madrigal Group, composed
of 12 members of the Concert
Choirj will present a concert Sun-
day evening at 8:15 in the Art
Museum in Gal pin.
Their program will include
three madrigals by Monteverdi
and four English madrigals. From
the contemporary musical scene,
the group will perform "Four
Chansons" and Dr. Gore's setting
of the poem "Aunt Helen" by T.
S. Eliot.
In addition, Dr. Gore will play
his own harpsichord.
Place for Dates
is NADELIN'S RESTAURANT
.
Fine Foods within Reach of Every Budget.
We have the Experience and Equipment for Catering.
We Rent Dishes, Silverware, Punch Bowls,
Chafing Dishes, Chairs, Tables, etc.
We Can Completely Furnish All
Charming Spain
(Continued from Page Three)
men lies jying, poisoned by her
lover and gored by the vicious
bull. She gasps out, "Au revior,
mon cher," and everyone is so
moved that it would take the cal-
lousness of a Withrop Sargeant to
note that she should have said,
"Adios."
One final tip to the traveler:
Don't put your complete faith in
the old maxim: "The rain in
Spain stays mainly on the plain."
Take a good look at a
topography map of the country
and see what your chances are
for good weather.
CALL AN 2-79- 46
115-12- 7 E. WALNUT ST.
WOOSTER, OHIO
Food & Supplies for Your Picnic
AMSTER SHOES
501& KtoivMbcvtef
NOW IN PROGRESS
FLATS $4.99 AND $6.99
Regularly Selling $7.99 to $12.99
Our Celebration Designed to Save You $2 to $10
10,000 Pairs of Shoes Reduced
Shop Now for Those Bright Busy Months Ahead
the Supplies and Books)
INFORMATION:
for Mr. Gary Fisher
OPENINGS NOW
FOR YOUR WINTER CLOTHES AT
IU1
mm
MORE ON
GRADUATION TIME
IS NEAR!
mi wm
OUR 41. YEAR
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LOWER THE COST
C9 LL
Friday, May 5, 1961
PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS
Let
MR. m$Cfec
help keep
your budget
in line
H I
As a faithful watchman over your
personal finances, there's no one
more reliable than Mr. Thrifti-Chec- k.
He will keep a weather eye on
your expenses, and tell you ex- -
actly what has been spent for
food, shelter, clothing, insurance,
time payments, medical bills, va-
cations and all the other items
set up in your budget.
Mr. T. is a comfortable character
to have around. He fits easily in
desk, pocket or purse. In him,
you'll find a most satisfactory,
low cost personalized checking ac-
count service. He awaits you at
Wayne County
National Bank
Cleveland-Bea- ll Office
Opposite the Hospital
YOUNG MEN, COME IN
AND CHOOSE THAT NEW
SUIT. WE HAVE MANY
STYLES AND COLORS TO
CHOOSE FROM.
stunts ;
$39.95
to
$65.00
BROS
WOOSTER.OHIO
Of DRESSING WILL
"The Most in Dry Cleaning"
140 S. Market St Phone 3-68- 41
